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Abstract

16

Due to EC’s easy recordability and the existence of a strong correlation between EC
(electrical conductivity) and discharge in certain catchments, EC is a potential predictor
of discharge. This potential has not yet to be widely addressed. In this paper, we
investigate the feasibility of using EC as a proxy for long-term discharge monitoring in
a small karst catchment where EC always shows a negative correlation with the spring
discharge. Given their complex relationship, a special machine learning architecture,
LSTM (Long Short Term Memory), was used to handle the mapping from EC to
discharge. LSTM results indicate that the spring discharge can be predicted well with
EC, particularly in storms when the dilution dominates the EC dynamic; however, the
prediction may have relatively large uncertainties in the small or middle recharge events.
A small number of discharge observations are sufficient to obtain a robust LSTM for
the long-term discharge prediction from EC, indicating the practicality of recording EC
in ungauged catchments for indirect discharge monitoring. Our study also highlights
that the random or fixed-interval discharge measurement strategy, which covers various
climate conditions, is more informative for LSTM to give robust predictions than other
strategies. While our study is implemented in a karst catchment, the method may be
also suitable for non-karst catchments where there is a strong correlation between EC
and discharge.
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1 Introduction

36

The measurement of streamflow is crucial for hydrologists and hydraulic
engineers since it is the fundamental data for estimating the hydrology cycle, water
resource management, the design and operation of water projects. For continuous
monitoring of streamflow, depth is often recorded continuously by an automatic
instrument and translated into discharge based on a defined relationship. The most
convenient way is to build a standard hydraulic structure, e.g. weirs or flumes, and the
discharge can be easily calculated from the depth based on the theoretical hydraulic
equations (Boiten, 1993). The establishment of these structures is often laborious and
costly, which limits their application. Another common approach is to establish the
stage-–discharge curve of the natural channel based on historical observations (Herschy,
1995; Turnipseed and Sauer, 2010). However, some natural stream beds are not always
regular and may change dramatically, especially in mountain areas, due to turbulent
erosion and deposition of the sediments (Weijs et al., 2013). This would lead to strong
variations in the rating curve and bring a huge uncertainty to discharge estimation.
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Instead of depth, electrical conductivity (EC) as a bulk parameter representing
overall content of ions in the water may also be a potential discharge predictor. As well
as being easy to record, EC has often been observed in many catchments to have a
strong correlation with discharge (Cano-paoli et al., 2019; Dzikowski and Jobard, 2012;
Gurnell and Fenn, 1985). Several studies have already discussed the potential of using
EC to estimate the spring discharge. For example, Weijs et al. (2013) investigated the
potential of EC to predict discharge in alpine watersheds and found the EC–streamflow
relationship even slightly outperforms the stage–discharge relationship. Cano-paoli et
al. (2019) presented a preliminary study about the streamflow estimation from EC
through calibrated functional EC-Q relationships in a snow-dominated catchment. For
the typical karst aquifer without intense human interventions, a strong negative
correlation is also observed between EC and discharge (Goldscheider and Drew, 2007).
Higher discharge often corresponds to lower EC. Therefore, if the EC–discharge
relationship can be well established, EC may provide another good proxy for discharge
monitoring.
The EC–discharge relationship is more complex than the stage–discharge
relationship due to the existence of the hysteresis phenomenon (Toran and Reisch,
2012). A simple empirical formula or regression can hardly describe this complex nonlinear relationship. Instead, machine learning methods, which are widely used in the
field of hydrology (Feng et al., 2020; Kratzert et al., 2018; Mewes et al., 2020; Sudriani
et al., 2019), may be an effective tool to handle their links. Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM) architectures, as a special type of current neural networks, are well known for
their capabilities to learn long-term dependencies between input and output variables
due to the extra consideration of dedicated memory cells and different gates. Its
advantage over other machine learning structures to process the long-sequence data has
been widely reported (Gao et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2018). This characteristic makes
them an ideal candidate to cope with the hysteresis between discharge and EC.
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In this paper, we investigate the potential of EC to predict the discharge of a
karst spring using LSTM, and whether EC can be used as a proxy for the continuous
long-term monitoring of discharge. The purpose of this paper is twofold: (1) to explore
the feasibility of discharge prediction with EC; (2) to investigate the optimal strategy
of discharge measurement when using EC to indirectly monitor discharge.
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2 Study site and data

83

The spring S31 is the biggest karst spring in Yaji karst experimental site (Fig.1),
which is located in the southwest of Guilin city, China, and it developed in the Devonian
pure limestone. This karst catchment belongs to the typical peak-cluster depression
landform and only receives the precipitation recharge. The study site has a typical
subtropical monsoon climate, with the rainy season from April to August, during which
75% of annual precipitation occurs. Storms are frequent in this season and the highest
recording of rainfall is 286 mm/day. The average annual temperature is around 18.8 ℃
and the annual precipitation is 1915 mm. According to the historical record, it seldom
snows in the winter.
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Due to the abundant rainfall and warm climate, the karstification degree of this
karst system is very high, with strong developments of epikarst and conduits. The
catchment area of this spring is around 1.0 km2 and mainly contains three depressions
according to the previous tracer tests (Yuan et al., 1996). For each depression, there are
several sinkholes at the bottom that connect to the spring directly through a main
conduit. During the recharge events, these sinkholes are the main rapid recharge
passages that drain the fast lateral flow within the epikarst into the conduit directly.
This is also the main reason for the drastic change of the spring discharge during storms.
Besides, part of the rainwater could also recharge the karst aquifer slowly through the
small fissures to mainly maintain the base flow. For more details about this catchment
and its internal hydrological processes, see Chang et al.(2015) and Chang et al. (2019).
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Fig.1 a) Location of study site, b) locations of North railway station and Institute of karst geology
relative to the study site, c) catchment area of karst spring S31 (Chang et al., 2021).

The spring discharge is measured by a combination of rectangular weirs and
there is a rain gauge located near spring S31 to record the precipitation with a precision
of 0.2 mm. A HOBO salt conductivity data logger is used to monitor spring EC
continuously at the spring outlet with a temporal resolution of 15 minutes (corrected
for 25 ℃). Due to a malfunction of the rain gauge in the study site, there are two
recording gaps (14.05.2018–31.07.2018 and 29.04.2019–31.07.2019), which have been
filled with information from two nearby climatic stations in North railway station and
Institute of Karst Geology with the distance of 11.0 km and 5.5 km (Fig.1b),
respectively. According to the previous simulation result of the conceptual rainfallrunoff models driven by these gap-filled data (Chang et al., 2021), most data have a
relatively good quality only except the precipitation on June 21, 2018 (red dashed box
in Fig.2, labelled as OBGD), which was severely overestimated by the gap-filled data.
The hydrochemical composition of the spring water in the study site is
dominated by calcium carbonate equilibria resulting from the dissolution of carbonate
rocks. There is limited human intervention in the area. As such, the spring’s EC
dynamic is mainly controlled by the rock dissolution and the dilution from the low-EC
event water during storms (Liu et al., 2004). Figure 2a shows the spring’s discharge and
EC measurements (corrected for 25℃) from 2017 to 2019. The spring’s EC always
shows a sharp drop during a storm due to the arrival of unsaturated fast flow, and it then
gradually increases after the storm, corresponding to the gradual recession of the spring
discharge. For the EC observations in 2018 and 2019, we find that the spring’s initial
EC after the long dry period is much higher than the following maximum EC in the
rainy season. These higher EC observations are mainly caused by the flush of longstagnant water after a long dry period; as such, we do not include them in the following
analysis or simulations. It is worth mentioning that the original observations of the
spring’s EC in 2017 have a higher maximal EC value than the other two years, which
is mainly caused by equipment drift (Chang et al., 2021). Therefore, the EC
observations for 2017 were simply adjusted by subtracting a certain value (23 us/cm)
to remove the drift and keep the maximum EC consistent with the other two years.
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Fig. 2 a) The observed spring’s discharge and EC from 2017 to 2019. The missing EC data are due
to the drying-out of the spring during the dry period or equipment malfunction. The red-dashed box
indicates the severely overestimated precipitation by the gap-filled rainfall data (OBGD). b) The
correlation between EC and discharge, further divided into three categories according to the
discharge peak (Qpeak) in the recharge events: small recharge events (Qpeak <0.5 m3/s), middle
recharge events (0.5 m3/s≤ Qpeak < 1.5 m3/s) and storms (Qpeak ≥ 1.5 m3/s). r is the linear correlation
coefficient between EC and discharge.

157

Figure 2b shows the relationship between discharge and EC using all available
observations. In general, two observations show a negative correlation with the linear
correlation coefficient of -0.41, but also an obvious hysteresis since the EC peak always
lags several hours behind the discharge peak in the study site. To explore the
relationship between discharge and EC under different rainfall conditions, the recharge
events in the monitoring periods are further divided into small rain events, middle rain
events and storms according to the discharge peaks (Qpeak <0.5 m3/s, 0.5 m3/s≤ Qpeak <
1.5 m3/s, Qpeak ≥ 1.5 m3/s, respectively). To divide the monitoring discharge series into
different recharge events, we first select all the discharge peaks and two adjacent peaks
with a time interval lower than one day are considered as a same recharge event. The
end point or start point of each recharge event is determined by the lowest discharge
point between two selected adjacent peaks. The final correlation degree between
discharge and EC in different recharge events is shown in Fig. 1b. We find that a strong
relationship between discharge and EC exists mainly in storms, while the relationship
is relatively weaker in the small or middle recharge events.
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3 Methodology

159

To explore the feasibility of EC as a proxy for continuous discharge monitoring,
we first investigate whether the discharge can be predicted with EC using LSTM. If the
prediction is feasible, another fundamental concern is how to establish the stable
mapping from EC to discharge in the ungauged catchment. This leads to two questions:
(1) How many discharge observations should be measured? (2) What is the optimal
discharge measurement strategy? To this end, we further investigate the variations of
the model performances trained by a different proportion of randomly selected
discharge observations. In addition, the model performances trained by several
common strategies of discharge measurement were compared to inspect the potential
optimal strategy.
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3.1 Modeling approach
LSTM belongs to a special kind of recurrent neural network (RNN), aiming to
overcome the weakness of the traditional RNN, i.e. the problem of vanishing or
exploding gradients (Bengio et al, 1994). Due to the additional consideration of the
memory cell in the hidden layer and special gates, LSTM can capture the complex
correlation well in both short and long sequences, and was therefore selected to handle
the mapping from EC to spring discharge. Because the EC response always lags behind
the discharge, the discharge at time t (Qt) was predicted by the EC observations before
and after this time with the same length (MEC):
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𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡 = 𝑓𝑓(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡+𝑚𝑚 , 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡+𝑚𝑚−1 , … , 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡 , 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡−1 , 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡−2 , … , 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡−𝑚𝑚 ) (1)

Where ECt+m and ECt-m are the EC values at time t+m and t-m, respectively.
For comparison, the LSTM model was also trained by the precipitation data (MP)
to predict the spring’s discharge. The discharge at time t was simulated just by the
previous and current precipitation:
𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡 = 𝑓𝑓(𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 , 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡−1 , … , 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡−𝑛𝑛 )

(2)

Where Pt-n is the precipitation at time t-n.
Meanwhile, we also used precipitation and EC data together as the input to
predict the spring’s discharge (MECP) to explore whether considering both sets of data
in the model can improve discharge prediction.
𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡 = 𝑓𝑓(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡+𝑚𝑚 , 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡+𝑚𝑚−1 , … , 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡 , 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡−1 , 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡−2 , … , 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡−𝑚𝑚 , 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 , 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡−1 , … , 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡−𝑛𝑛 ) (3)

In addition to these three models, the simple linear regression between discharge
and EC involving all observations was used as a benchmark to compare with the results
simulated by LSTM. Considering the delay behavior of EC, the best-fitting results with
7 hours forward-shifting of EC were used for comparison. Implementation of LSTM
was realized using Python 3.7 based on the Keras library.
For all models, the longest data series from March 1 to August 1 in 2019 was
used for model training (training period) and data in the other two periods, May 12 to
August 8 in 2017 (test period 1) and March 20 to August 6 in 2018 (test period 2), were
used for the model test. The time step in all models is set to one hour. Given the random
nature of the machine learning algorithm, each model was repeated 10 times to show
its uncertainty.
For each model, the mean squared error (MSE) was used as the objective for
model training. According to Fig.1b, EC has a strong negative correlation with
discharge mainly in storms, so it is expected that in high-flow periods EC provides
better discharge predictions. Therefore, the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient,
putting more emphasis on the high flow, was used to compare the performance among
different models.
∑(𝑄𝑄 −𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜)2
2
����
𝑜𝑜 −𝑄𝑄
𝑜𝑜 )

(4)
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𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁ℎ = 1 − ∑(𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠

208

3.2 Different measurement strategies

206

209
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Where Qs and Qo are simulated and measured discharge.

To investigate how many discharge observations are required for MP or MEC to
obtain a stable prediction, we randomly selected a certain percentage of discharge data
in the training period (1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% … 50%) as the available
measurements for the model training. The trained LSTM models were then tested in the
three periods to analyze prediction performance variations with the amount of available
training data.
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To explore the optimal measurement strategies, the discharge measurements
from four different measurement strategies were chosen to train the model, and their
performances were compared:
(1) Discharge was measured once in each day randomly during the daytime
(9:00 A.M. – 5:00 P.M.). This situation is similar to the sampling strategy at relatively
fixed intervals. Given that the training period contains five months, we consider the
spring’s discharge was measured continuously in the first one month, two months, three
months, four months and five months, which accounts for 0.7%, 1.6%, 2.5%, 3.4% and
4.2% of the total data, respectively.
(2) Discharge was measured continuously over a short time. To compare with
the results of situation (1), with 4.2% of available data, we randomly selected 4.2%
continuous discharge data for the model training. To prevent the selected data all
coming from the dry period, the selected data must contain a discharge higher than 1.5
m3/s, that is, it should contain a certain proportion of discharge in the storms.
(3) Discharge in the largest storm or two largest storms in the training period
was measured continuously, which accounted for about 2.9% and 5.0%, respectively,
of the total data. In addition, we also considered the situation that the discharge was
measured continuously under the largest storm and the rest was measured randomly in
the remaining period, which gives 4.2% of total available data.
(4) Discharge was measured randomly in the training period. In contrast to
situation (1), the result with 4.0% randomly measured discharge observations for
investigating the data requirement was presented for comparison.

238

For each scenario, the discharge selection was repeated 100 times to consider
the uncertainty caused by the random selection.
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4 Results
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4.1 Discharge predictions by different inputs
The selection of appropriate hidden layer, input length (m or n) and neuro
number is crucial to apply the LSTM model to avoid overfitting or underfitting problem.
In this paper, their appropriate values are determined through the performance
comparison among models with different layers, input lengths or neuro numbers in the
training and test period 1. The detail information about the selection procedures is
shown in the appendix. Finally, the hidden layer, m and n are set to 1, 10 and 6 in three
models, respectively.
Figure 3a shows the model performances of three models (MP, MEC and MECP).
For the training period, all three models have excellent simulation results, with Nash
coefficients larger than 0.90. Their performances become a little worse in test period 1
(Fig. 3b) and the median Nash values of MP, MEC and MECP are 0.78, 0.61 and 0.76,
respectively. However, for test period 2 (Fig. 3c), the performances of MP and MECP
deteriorate obviously probably due to the large error of precipitation observations,
whereas MEC still has a relatively stable performance with a median Nash value of 0.47.
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If the OBGD recharge event is removed, the median Nash values of three models
increase to 0.07, 0.53 and 0.16, respectively. The performance of MEC is still better than
MP and MECP. This indicates the gap-filled precipitation in test period 2 except OBGD
may still have some errors that affect the simulation results of MP and MECP. Comparing
MECP to the other two models, except for the training period, MECP always presents the
in-between Nash value. This implies the additional integration of EC into MP can, to
some degree, avoid a severe deterioration in model performance caused by the
precipitation error (test period 2), but it cannot effectively improve the discharge
prediction (test period 1). The Nash value of the benchmark model is 0.20. MEC always
has much better prediction results than the benchmark model in all three different
periods, which indicates the excellent capability of LSTM to handle the complex
nonlinear relationship between EC and discharge.
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Fig. 3 a), b) and c) Performance comparison of three LSTM models with different input data (MP:
Rainfall, MEC: EC, MECP: Rainfall + EC) in test period 1, test period 2 and train period, respectively.
The red-dashed line in Fig.2b represents the Nash value of the benchmark model, which just
considers the simple linear regression using all available data. d) and e) The simulation results of
the spring’s discharge by MP and MEC. The simulated interval was obtained from ten repeating
simulations of each model. The blue-dashed box in Fig.2d indicates the severely overestimated
discharge by MP caused by the gap-filled precipitation data.

When further inspecting the simulated hydrographs in the three periods, we find
MP can capture the most discharge dynamics, except the severe overestimation in test
period 2 caused by the precipitation error (blue dashed box in Fig.2d). Meanwhile, the
simulated hydrograph by MP contains many small discharge peaks in the dry period
that are not observed. In contrast, while MEC can also reproduce the spring’s discharge,
especially under storms, it cannot capture small discharge peaks lower than 0.50 m3/s
and the recession curve in the dry period (Fig. 3e).
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Given the different correlations between discharge and EC in different recharge
events as in Fig.1b, we further compare the performance of MP and MEC in three
recharge events separately and the results are shown in Figure 4. MEC shows a little
better performance in storm events than MP, whereas its performance in the middle
recharge events is worse than MP with the mean Nash value of 0.52 and 0.82,
respectively. For the small recharge events, both models show very bad results and the
Nash values are lower than 0. Even though the OBGD event is removed, their
performances are still not good and only MEC has a Nash value a little higher than zero.
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Fig. 4 Performance comparison of two models (MP and MEC) in different recharge
events.
4.2 Discharge predictions under different monitoring strategies
To investigate the data requirement of discharge observations to obtain a stable
prediction, we compare the performances of MP and MEC trained by different
proportions of random selections (Fig. 5a and 5b). Our results show that the Nash
coefficients of the two models gradually increase with available observations except
for MP in test period 2 (precipitation error). For both models, when the percentage of
selected observations is higher than 20%, their performances tend to be stable and the
consideration of extra observations would not highly improve the model performance.
Meanwhile, in contrast to MP driven by precipitation, MEC does not need more
additional discharge observations.
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Fig. 5 a) and b) Model performances in the three periods when the available discharge data is
randomly selected from the training period with a certain percentage (1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 10%,
15%, …, 50%). c) and d) Model performances with different measurement strategies of discharge
in the training period. Random corresponds to random discharge measurements. 1 month, 2 months,
3 months, 4 months indicate that one discharge was randomly selected on one day during the
daytime from one month, two months, three months and four months, respectively. Continuous
selection means the discharge data were selected in a continuous way. Largest storm and two storms
indicate that only the discharge data under the largest storm or the two largest storms were selected
to train the model. Largest storm + random denotes that the discharge data under the largest storm
was used along with a random selection of data, together accounting for 4.2% of the total data. The
number in brackets shows the proportion of the randomly selected data in the training period.

Figure 5c and 5d shows the performances of two models (MP and MEC) in the
three periods trained by different discharge observations relating to different
measurement strategies. Generally, no matter which variable is used to predict the
discharge (precipitation or EC), the optimal discharge measurement strategy for
obtaining the best prediction results is consistent. The model trained by the random or
relatively fixed-interval observations gives the best prediction results, while the one
trained by the observations under one or two largest storms has the worst performance.
However, if the observations in the largest storm are combined with some random
measurements to train the model, the model performance will be highly improved, but
is still worse than the best prediction. This result further demonstrates the superiority
of considering random observations to train the model to get a better prediction result.
For the model trained by the continuous discharge observations, the model performance
shows wide ranges indicating its strong dependence on the measurement period.
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4 Discussion

329

The results of this paper indicate it is feasible to predict discharge with EC using
LSTM in the study catchment. However, as shown in Fig.4, EC provides different
accuracies of discharge prediction under different recharge events due to the different
correlation between EC and discharge (Fig. 2b). These different prediction accuracies
are probably due to the different control mechanisms of EC behavior under different
rainfall conditions. For the typical karst system without strong human interventions, the
EC dynamic mainly results from the dilution from the new fresh rainwater and the
dissolution of carbonate rocks within the catchment (Goldscheider and Drew, 2007;
Chang et al., 2021). During storms, the EC dynamic is mainly dominated by dilution,
which leads to the close dependence of EC reduction and discharge because larger
discharge always means more new fresh rainwater. However, for the middle recharge
events, the EC dynamic may be related to both the dissolution and dilution processes.
The dissolution process not only depends on discharge, but also relates to the rainfall
style and internal hydrological path. For example, for a same spring discharge, higher
rainfall intensity may lead to more fast flow and lower EC. Therefore, the effect of
dissolution on EC, to some degree, can reduce the correlation between EC and
discharge and increase the prediction uncertainty of discharge. For small recharge
events, the dissolution process dominates EC behavior. At the study site under small
rainfall conditions, the spring’s EC always shows a very limited fluctuation or even
does not change, indicating that the dissolution of carbonate rock almost reaches the
equilibrium at the outlet. Therefore, under such conditions, there is a very weak
correlation between EC and discharge, and large uncertainties in discharge predictions.
From this aspect, EC is more suitable to be used for the large discharge monitoring
when the dilution effect dominates the EC dynamic.
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Several studies have investigated how many discharge measurements are
needed to obtain robust predictions in ungauged catchments, although most concentrate
on the conceptual rainfall-runoff model. Perrin et al. (2007) find that 350 random
observations sampled out of a 39 year recorded period (around 2.5% of full data),
including dry and wet conditions, are sufficient to get similar calibrations to those of a
full calibration based on 12 basins in the USA. Seibert and Beven (2009) report that 32
random selections from each hydrological year (around 8.7%) can provide robust runoff
simulations based on 11 catchments in Sweden. In contrast, our study indicates that
more discharge observations are needed (around 20% of full data) for MP or MEC to
reach similar discharge predictions to those predicted by the model trained using all
data. This requirement is probably because LSTM is a hyperparameter model that
contains many more calibrated parameters than the traditional conceptual model since
a more complex model often needs more calibration data to reach a stable performance
(Perrin et al., 2007).
Our study also highlights the significance of the measurement strategy in model
performance. The random observations are more informative for model calibration than
the continuous dataset of the same length, which is consistent with previous studies
(Perrin et al., 2007; Seibert and Beven, 2009; Seibert and McDonnell, 2015). In
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contrast to several reports (Juston et al., 2009; McIntyre and Wheater, 2004; Singh and
Bárdossy, 2012), we find that the event-based sampling strategy results in much worse
model performance than sampling at relatively fixed intervals. This mainly depends on
the characteristic of LTSM that belongs to a pure data-driven model and has a limited
extrapolation capability. Therefore, to obtain stable prediction results, LTSM should be
trained by the dataset covering various climate conditions. The model trained only by
event-based observations would provide large prediction uncertainties when used to
predict discharge beyond the training condition. This is also the main reason that the
random or relative fixed measurement strategy performs better than others. Hence, in
practical applications, we should measure discharge under a variety of rainfall
conditions, particularly extreme conditions as much as possible so as to obtain a robust
LSTM model.
Although depth is commonly used for continuous discharge monitoring based
on the stage–discharge rating curve, this method is only suitable for the relatively
regular channel, where the channel geometry should not change during the monitoring
period (Weijs et al., 2013). In contrast, our method to use EC to substitute for discharge
monitoring is independent of the channel geometry and can be applied in any channel
condition. Therefore, it is more stable than the stage–discharge method when applied
in a channel where the geometry may change obviously with time. In addition, the
rainfall-runoff model calibrated by limited random measurements also has a huge
potential to obtain long-term discharge series (Perrin et al., 2007; Pool et al., 2017;
Seibert and Beven, 2009). Our study shows the LSTM trained by precipitation (Mp)
always show a better prediction performance than that trained by EC (MEC) in test
period 1. However, these models need accurate precipitation measurements, which
often exhibit a strong spatial variability. Measuring precipitation with a sparse gauge
network may produce large errors that can result in large uncertainties of discharge
predictions (Oudin et al., 2006), as our study shows (MP in the test period 2, Fig. 2).
Although now the satellite precipitation product can provide the precipitation data at
reatively high resolutions in the ungauged site, these products still suffer from
systematic, random and detection errors, which are more pronounced in mountain
regions (Maggioni and Massari, 2018l; Beck et al., 2019). In contrast, the EC
measurement, like the depth measurement, only needs to focus on the outlet without a
spatial observation uncertainty. Therefore, compared to the rainfall-runoff model, our
method still has an obvious advantage in mountain regions where the precipitation have
a large spatial variability. Despite these advantages, our method also has obvious
drawbacks. Firstly, the application of our method is restricted to catchments where EC
has a strong relationship with discharge. Meanwhile, the EC sensor also needs a
periodic calibration to avoid a strong drifting. Secondly, as discussed before, predicting
discharge with EC may have large uncertainties in the small recharge events, during
which the EC dynamic is strongly affected by mineral dissolution. In our study
catchment, higher values of EC after a long dry period due to the flush of old water
within the conduit are discarded in our model. Further research is needed to test whether
more complex neuro networks can handle this situation.
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414

5 Conclusions

415

In this paper, we evaluate the feasibility of using EC as a proxy for the longterm discharge monitoring based on a machine learning architecture LSTM in a small
karst catchment where EC exhibits a strong negative correlation with discharge. The
results indicate the huge potential of EC to predict discharge and it is feasible to train a
robust LSTM with just a small number of discharge observations; however, in some
recharge events the prediction uncertainty is relatively large. The random or fixedinterval measurement strategy can give more informative values for LSTM training.
Our study provides useful guidance for the application of our method in other ungauged
catchments where the installation of gauging weirs or representative rainfall stations is
prohibited. Furthermore, at the study site, the EC dynamic of the karst spring is
relatively simple without obvious seasonal variations (Liu et al., 2007) or ‘piston effects’
(a temporal EC peak before it drops during storms) (Hess and White, 1993), further
investigations are required to evaluate whether LSTM could handle more complex
situations. It should also be noted that although our work was conducted in a karst
region, our method and conclusion may also be useful in non-karst catchments where a
strong correlation between EC and streamflow exists (Cano-paoli et al., 2019; Weijs et
al. 2013). For example, Cano-paoli et al. (2019) used several empirical equations to
estimate the river discharge by EC in a snow-dominated non-karst catchment and
obtained relatively good prediction results. Compared to the empirical equation, LSTM
show a more flexible capability to handle the relationship between discharge and EC,
and therefore it is expected to get more robust results.
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Appendix

438

A1 Selection of appropriate hidden layer, input length and neuro number in
LSTM models

439
440
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452
453

The fundamental problem when using LSTM to simulate discharge is to
determine the appropriate hidden layer, input length (m or n) and neuro number. The
dropout technique was applied in LSTM to avoid overfitting and the value is set to 0.4
(Srivastava et al., 2014). In many cases, one hidden layer is often found to be sufficient
for discharge simulation (Campolo et al., 1999; Gao et al., 2020). In our study, we also
found one hidden layer in LSTM is enough to simulate the discharge by precipitation,
EC or both after a series of experiments. To choose the appropriate input length of
precipitation or EC to simulate the discharge, we first used a relatively large neuro
number (40) and then gradually increased the input length of EC (m) and precipitation
(n) from 1 to 20 to compare their performances in the training and test period 1. The
appropriate value of m or n was obtained based on the relative balance between the
performances in these two periods. The comparison results of models using different
input length of EC or precipitation were shown in Fig. 1A and Fig. 2A, and the optimal
values of m and n were found to be about 10 days and 6 days.
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458

Fig. A1 MSE variations with the input length of EC (m) increasing from 1 to 20 when the EC is
used to simulate the discharge (the neuro number is 40). Based on the performance comparison in
the training and test 1 period, 10-days is regarded as the best window length for EC to predict the
discharge.

459
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465
466
467
468

Fig. 2A MSE variations with the input length of precipitation (n) increasing from 1 to 20 when the
precipitation is used to simulate the discharge (the neuro number is set to 40). Based on the performance comparison in the training and test 1 period, 6-days is regarded as the best window length
for precipitation to predict the discharge.

Finally, we gradually reduced the neuro number from 40 to 1 to compare the
model performance with different neuron numbers and the results were shown in Fig.
3A and 4A. The simulation results just exhibit pronounced deteriorations when the
neuro number is smaller than 10, while the larger neuro number does not bring
noticeable overfitting (performance deterioration in test period 1) which may mainly
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469
470

due to the consideration of dropout technique. Therefore, for three models (MEC, MP
and MECP), the neuro number is set to 10.

471
472

Fig. 3A MSE variations with the neuro number decreasing from 40 to 1 gradually in MEC.

473
474

475
476

Fig.4A MSE variations with the neuro number decreasing from 40 to 1 gradually in MP.
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corresponding author upon request.
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